
Y3 Science History Geography Art &
Design DT Music Computing Languages RE PHSE PE

Aut
1

Leon and
the Place
Between

Scrumdiddly
umptious

Animals including
humans Maya Civilisation

Journey of the cocoa
bean

Food origins

Sketching: Still life fruit
and vegetables

Sketching: cross
section of fruit

Food: making fruit
kebabs and smoothies Play and perform

music:
Glockenspiels Unit 1

Typing club
Google slides

Spanish study - where
is it?

Numbers
Greetings

Food laws
Harvest

Judaism (Shabbat)
Sikhism

Healthy Me (ROSIS)
Football

Hockey

Aut
2

Scrumdiddly
umptious

Animals including
humans Maya civilisation Fairtrade

Food growth
Coloured sketch:

historic chocolate bars
Materials: chocolate

bar packaging

Play and perform
music: Glockenspiels

Unit 1

Google slides
Internet browsing

Audio communication

Classroom
instructions
Birthdays
Animals

Christmas

Diwali
Christianity Being me in my World

Dance

Athletics

Spr
1

Rock N Roll

Materials
Forces Stone Age

Rocks and Soil

Stone Age Settlements

Stonehenge - why was
it located here?

What is Skara Brae?

Formation of caves

Sculpting: Salt Dough
Stone age jewellery

Painting: Powder
paints, silhouette

Stonehenge

Multimedia: Cave
paintings

Food: Stone Age oat
cakes

Construction: Stone
Age houses

History of rock music

Listening to different
pieces of music from a
variety of time periods

Espresso Coding

Colours
Body parts
Clothing

Days of week

Hinduism
Chinese New Year Celebrating Difference

Gymnastics

Netball

Spr
2

Predators

Animals including
humans

Animals habitats

Continents

Oceans

Digital Media: jungle
scene naïve art

powerpoint

Pastels: Endangered
animals crosssection

(eye)

Collage: animal
textures

Compose our own
music

Singing
Scratch Coding Months of year

Easter

What Makes Jesus
Inspirational?

Easter
Dreams and Goals

Badminton

Tag Rugby

Sum 1
Extreme

Earth

Living things and their
habitats Pompeii

Sheffield's flooding

Locality of our school

Locality of Rotherham
and Sheffield

Printing: Fossils

Sketch: Tornado
optical illusion

Materials: Creating a
flood barrier

Glockenspiels
Unit 2 e-Safety

Food
Weather

Peace and strength
through Christianity

Ramadan/Eid
Relationships

Tennis

Rounders

Sum 2
Extreme
Earth

Light Local History

Rivers and mountains

Seasonal and daily
weather patterns in

the UK

Painting: Watercolour
Mountains

Construction and
materials : Earthquake

proof building
structure

Creating soundscapes
to videos and stories

Listening to music
from different time

periods

Singing

Google sheets Countries
Locations

Peace and strength
through Christianity Changing me

Cricket

OAA (Outdoor
Adventurous

Activities)



Y3 Science History Geography Art &
Design DT Music Computing Languages RE PHSE PE

Aut
1

Leon and
the Place
Between

Scrumdiddly
umptious

Animals including
humans Maya Civilisation

Journey of the cocoa
bean

Food origins

Sketching: Still life
fruit and vegetables

Sketching: cross
section of fruit

Food: making fruit
kebabs and
smoothies

Play and perform
music:

glockenspiels

Typing club
Google slides

Spanish study - where is
it?

Numbers
Greetings

Food laws
Harvest

Judaism (Shabbat)
Sikhism

Healthy Me (ROSIS)
Football

Hockey

2

06/09/21

Using a source of
evidence to ask and
answer questions

about the Mayans and
Chocolate (1a)

Writing numbers 1-10
using a model (4b)

Recognising the
difference between
right and wrong and
recognising that their

actions can have
positive effects on

others

Football: Sending the
ball using the inside of

our foot

Hockey:
Demonstrating loose

control with the flat of
the stick

3

13/09/21

Understanding
carnivores, omnivores
and herbivores (2a)

Using a source of
evidence to ask and
answer questions

about the Mayans and
Chocolate (1a)

Describing a still life
sketch of fruit (1a)

Using prior subject
knowledge to support

in designing and
constructing a fruit

kebab (1b)

Being able to play or
sing loudly or softly as

directed (2b)

Understanding the
food rules in Islam (1a)

Recognising what
makes a healthy

lifestyle, including the
benefits of healthy

eating (3a)

Football: Trapping a
ball travelling along the

ground

Hockey: Passing into
space

4

20/09/21

Using the nutrient
pyramid to create a

meal (2a)

Placing different
historical events on a

timeline of the Ancient
Mayans and the

history of chocolate
(2c)

Demonstrating a basic
knowledge of

sketching and shading
techniques (4a)

Make a fruit kebab
selecting appropriate
materials and tools.

(1c)

Locating the letters of
the alphabet on the

keyboard with
accuracy (3a)

Recalling, retaining and
using simple greetings

(3b)

Understanding Jewish
and Hindu food laws

(1a)

Recognising what
makes a healthy

lifestyle, including the
benefits of healthy

eating (3a)

Football: Passing over
short distances and

moving to receive the
ball

Hockey:
Demonstrating a
defensive tackling

position

5

27/09/21

Identifying the
functions of a human

skeleton (2b)

Using world maps,
atlases and globes to
identify the countries
associated with the

journey of the cocoa
bean. (4a)

Demonstrating a basic
knowledge of a range

of sketching
techniques to recreate
a still life sketch (4a)

Listening to music
from a variety of time

periods (4a)

Understanding the
importance of Harvest
Festival to Christians

(3b)

Identifying feelings that
they and other people
have in common and
recognising that their

actions can have
positive effects on

others (4b)

Football: Finding space
to receive the ball

Hockey: Stopping the
ball

6

04/10/21

Asking relevant
questions about sugary

foods and using
different types of

scientific enquiries to
answer them (1a)

Using a source of
evidence to ask and
answer questions

about John Cadbury
(1a)

Investigating the
principles of nutrition

(2a)

Using PowerPoint to
communicate ideas

about food around the
world  (3bi)

Recalling, retaining and
using introductions
(My name is..) (3b)

Recognising why
Shabbat is important
to Jewish people (1a)

Beginning to talk about
their opinions and

explaining their views
on issues that affect

themselves (1b)

Football: Using the
outside of the foot to
control the ball and

dribble

Hockey: Improving
agility

7

11/10/21

Identifying the
different types of

human teeth,
explaining their
functions. (2b)

Using world maps,
atlases and globes to
identify the countries
associated with the

journey of the
fairtrade banana (4a)

Demonstrating a basic
knowledge of a range

of sketching
techniques to sketch a
detailed cross section

of fruit (4a)

Describing (using
words or movements)
how a piece of music
makes you feel (1a)

Understanding the key
beliefs and teachings of

Sikhism (1a)

Making responsible
choices and taking

action (1e)

Football: Cushioning
the ball when receiving

the pass

Hockey: Avoiding foot
contact with the ball

8

18/10/21

Explaining the need for
the right types and

amount of nutrition on
our teeth (2a)

Using a source of
evidence to ask and
answer questions

about working
conditions for children

in 19th Century
factories (1a)

Examining and
comparing their

designs and the work
of others, evaluating
the effectiveness (1a)

Explaining the uses of
PowerPoint to

communicate ideas
(1a)

Recalling, retaining and
using numbers to say
how old we are (3b)

Communicating and
working as a team -

team games
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Aut
2

Scrumdidlyu
mptious

Animals including
humans Maya civilisation

Fairtrade
Food growth Materials: chocolate

bar packaging
Play and perform

music: Glockenspiels

Google slides
Internet browsing

Audio
communication

Classroom
instructions

Days of the week
Months of the year

Birthdays
Christmas

Diwali
Christianity Being me in my world

Dance

Athletics

9

01/11/21

Labelling the different
parts of the digestive

system (2a)

Using world maps,
atlases and globes to
identify the countries

where fairtrade
bananas grow (4a)

Using prior subject
knowledge to

support in designing
and constructing a
fruit smoothie (1b)

Playing the notes D
and E on the

Glockenspiel loudly
or softly as directed

(2b)

Understanding the
importance of Diwali
and comparing it to
important moments

in our lives (5a)

Recognising my
worth and identifying
positive things about

myself and my
achievements (1a)

Dance: Using the Jazz
square

Athletics: Taking off
for combination

jumps

10

08/11/21

Investigating the best
conditions for the

growth of mould (1b)

Explain why fairtrade
bananas do not grow
in our climate (3c) Cadbury World Trip

Using PowerPoint to
communicate ideas
about food around

the world  (3bi)

Recalling, retaining
and using simple

vocabulary of colours
(3b)

Understanding why
Jesus is inspirational
for Christians (4a)

Facing new challenges
positively, making

responsible choices
and asking for help
when I need it (1b)

Dance: Performing as
two contrasting

characters

Athletics: Recognising
the difference

between fast, slow
and medium pace

11

15/11/21

Making observations
on the growth of

mould (1c)

Using more than one
piece of evidence for
historical enquiry in
order to gain a more

accurate
understanding of the
legacy of James Lind

(1c)

Evaluating the
product design of our
fruit smoothies (1a)

Listening, with
attention to detail, to

music from the
Mayan Civilisation

and describing how it
sounds (1b).

Understanding why
rules are needed and
how they relate to

rights and
responsibilities (1c)

Dance: Improvising
moves

Athletics:
Approaching hurdles

12

22/11/21

Setting up simple
practical enquiries,

comparative and fair
tests on floating and

sinking (1b)

Using evidence to ask
and answer questions
about the Aztecs and

chocolate (1a)

Examining and
comparing chocolate

bar designs and
evaluating the

effectiveness (1a)

Using PowerPoint to
communicate ideas
about food around

the world  (3bi)

Recalling, retaining
and using simple

classroom
instructions (3b)

Discussing how Jesus
is the foundation for
the lives of Christians

(1b)

Understanding that
my actions affect
myself and others
and I care about
other people’s
feelings (1d)

Dance: Using a prop

Athletics: Throwing a
javelin

13

29/11/21

Using results of our
floating and sinking

activity to draw
simple conclusions,
making predictions,

suggesting
improvements and

asking further
questions (1f)

Describing different
accounts of historical

events, explaining
some of the reasons
the accounts of the
Aztec Empire may

differ (1d)

Making our own
chocolate bar

product, selecting
appropriate materials

and tools (1c)

Playing the notes D, E
and C on the

Glockenspiel loudly
or softly as directed

(2b)

Questioning
whether Jesus was

inspiring because he
helped people (1b)

Making responsible
choices and taking

action (1e)

Dance: Including
facial expression in
our performance

Athletics: Improving
ball skills

14

06/12/21

Applying appropriate
cutting and shaping

techniques that
include cuts within

the perimeter of the
material (such as
slots or cut outs)

(2e)

Using PowerPoint to
communicate ideas
about food around
the world  (3bi)

Recalling, retaining
and using simple

vocabulary to name
animals (3b)

Understanding how
my actions affect

others and trying to
see things from their
points of view (1f)

Dance: Being a
director

Athletics: Developing
long distance running

15

13/12/21

Suggesting causes and
consequences of
some of the main

events and changes in
history (1e)

Evaluating the
product design of our
chocolate products

(1a)

Playing the notes D, E
and F on the

Glockenspiel loudly
or softly as directed

(2b)

Understanding why
Christmas is

celebrated (1a)
Working as a team



Y3 Science History Geography Computing Music Art &
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Spr
1

Rock N Roll

Material
Forces

Prehistory
Stone Age Skara Brae Espresso Coding

Understand how
music has changed
through history.

Play and perform:
Singing

Stone Age Jewellery-
Clay

Stone Age cave
paintings - multimedia

Construction: Stone
Age Houses - full day

Body Parts
Clothing

Food
Days of Week

Hinduism
Chinese New Year Celebrating

Differences

Netball

Gymnastics

1

03/01/22

Noticing that some
forces need contact

between 2 objects, but
magnetic forces can act

at a distance (6b)

Understanding
Prehistory,

 representing this, along
with evidence, on a

timeline (2c)

Building an animated
underwater scene using

code, telling the
computer to move
objects in different

directions across the
screen (2e)

Observing the
techniques used by

early humans during the
Stone Age to make

Jewellery  (1a)

Understanding that
everybody’s family is

different and important
to them (2a)

Gymnastics: Straddle
and pike sit

2

10/01/22

Comparing how things
move on different

surfaces (6a)

Using dates to describe
events in the Stone age
within a chronological

report (2d)

Consolidating our
understanding of

objects, actions and
code by making the

characters chase one
another in the magical

forest (2e)

Singing, accurately
following the melody

and rhythm to a Stone
Age song (2a)

Creating inspiration for
bead shapes from rocks,
influenced by the work

of John Piper(1c)

Recalling and using
simple vocabulary

relating to body parts
(3b)

Describing a Hindu
mandir and their

importance to Hindus
(2a)

Understanding that
differences and conflicts

sometimes happen
among family members

(2b)

Gymnastics: Smooth
transitions

Netball: Chest pass

3

17/01/22

Comparing and
grouping together a
variety of everyday

materials on the basis
of whether they are

attracted to a magnet,
and identify some

magnetic materials (6d)

Digging for artefacts in
order to gain a more

accurate understanding
of the Stone Age (1c)

Using code to make an
object carry out an

action when it is clicked
on, and use this to build
an animated transport

scene (2f)

Taking part in singing,
accurately following

the melody and rhythm
to a Stone Age song

(2a)

Practising creating and
combining salt dough
into bead shapes for

our Stone Age necklace
(3h)

Writing simple words
relating to clothing
using a model (4b)

Identifying the Hindu
symbol and

understanding what it
means (4a)

Knowing what it means
to be a witness to

bullying (2c)

Gymnastics: Log roll,
shoulder roll & egg roll

Netball: Dodging

4

24/01/22

Describing magnets as
having 2 poles and

observing how magnets
attract or repel each

other and attract some
materials and not
others (6c, 6e)

Using evidence to ask
and answer questions
about the diet of early
humans in the Stone

Age (1a)

Using a space scene to
consolidate

understanding of click
events and

programming objects to
move in a certain way

(2f)

Listening and
commenting on  Rock

‘N’ Roll music (4a)

Creating and combining
salt dough into bead
shapes for our Stone

Age necklace (3h)

Understanding simple
instructions and

listening for specific
words and phrases

relating to the days of
the week (2b)

Understanding the
importance of Chinese
New Year and  their

culture (2c)

Knowing that witnesses
can make the situation

better or worse by
what they do (2d)

Gymnastics: Jumping
high from low apparatus

Netball: Creating space

5

31/01/22

Comparing and
grouping together

different kinds of rocks
on the basis of their

appearance and simple
physical properties (3a)

Suggesting the reasons
for the development of
tools during the Stone

Age (1e)

Combining start events
and clicking events to
make a game in which
bubbles disappear by

clicking on them as they
float up the screen.(2f)

Listening and comparing
Rock ‘N’ Roll music to
another genre from the

20th Century(4a)

Commenting on cave
paintings from the

Stone Age using visual
language. (2d)

Recalling, retaining and
using simple vocabulary
relating to months of

the year (3b)

Understanding why
Hindu gods and
goddesses are

important to their
followers (1b)

Recognising that some
words are used in
hurtful ways (2e)

Gymnastics: Performing
a sequence in unison

Netball: Bounce pass

6

07/02/22

Describing in simple
terms how fossils are
formed when things
that have lived are

trapped within rock
(3b)

Using world maps,
atlases and globes to

identify the Stone Age
settlements within

countries of the United
Kingdom (4a)

Consolidating our
understanding of start
events and click events,
and combining these to
create a fishing game.

(2b)

Selecting sounds to
create specific effects

that accompany a
journey through a cave

(video clip) (3b)

Recreating sketches of
Stone Age animals using
different hardnesses of
pencils to show line,

tone and texture.
(3e)

Learning about Spanish
culture (1b)

Recalling a time when
my words affected

someone’s feelings and
what the consequences

were (2f)

Gymnastics: Creating a
sequence

Netball: Shoulder pass

7

14/02/22

Recognising that soils
are made from rocks

and organic matter (3c)

Using basic geographical
vocabulary to describe

the key aspects of
physical geography of

Skara Brae (3d)

Practising using start
events and click events

in different
combinations to create

an animated magic
castle scene (2b)

Creating a soundscape
that accompanies A Tale

of Momentum and
Inertia (video clip) (3b)

Using overlapping and
mosaic to create a

multimedia Stone Age
Cave painting (3l)

Netball: Keeping
Possession
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Spr
2

Predators

Animals including
humans

Materials

Cave formation -
book week

Animals habitats

Continents

Oceans

Scratch coding

Compose musical
ideas, a song or
sound effects

Play and perform
music: Glockenspiels

Painting
Oil Pastels

Printing

Stone Age Houses -
book week

Months of year
Easter

What Makes Jesus
Inspirational?

Easter

Dreams
and

Goals

Tag Rugby

Badminton

8

28/02/22
Book Week Book week

Using basic
geographical

vocabulary to describe
the physical aspects of

caves (3d)

Book Week Book Week

Painting
Mixing powder paint
colours effectively to
create a silhouette

painting of Stonehenge
(3b)

Choosing suitable
techniques and

materials to construct
Stone Age houses (2k)

Whole Day

Book Week

Examining artefacts to
look for clues about
what ancient people

believed and how they
worshipped their gods

(2a)

Discussing a person
who has faced difficult

challenges and
achieved success (3a)

Rugby:
Running past

defenders

Badminton:
Experimenting with
hard and soft hits

9

07/03/22

Using food chains to
explain that animals
cannot make their
own food; they get
nutrition from what

they eat (2a)

Using world maps,
atlases and globes to

identify the continents
of the world where

different land
predators inhabit (4a)

Using the coding turtle
to set specified screen
coordinates (2a) and
controlling the shade

of pens (2b)

Creating a soundscape
that accompanies a

story or a video clip of
an animal's habitat (3b)

Digital Media Art
Creating an animal's

habitat through media
art, using original
pieces that are

influenced by LS
Lowry (3r)

Recognising the
months of the year in

written form (4a)

Reflecting on the
meaning of the 7 ‘I

Am’ statements that
Jesus made about

himself (4a)

Identifying a
dream/ambition that is
important to me (3b)

Rugby:
Handling a rugby ball

Badminton:
Hitting using direction

10

14/03/22

Drawing a scientific
diagram of a terrestrial

predator,
identifying and naming

both its body parts
and the adaptations
that make it amazing

(2b)

Using world maps,
atlases and globes to
identify the oceans of

the world where
aquatic predators may

thrive (4a)

Creating and editing
sounds (2c) and using
the computers sensing

abilities to control
actions in Scratch(2g)

Playing and performing
the glockenspiel (unit
2) with confidence to

an audience (2e)

Provide details of the
techniques used by
notable artists (1a)

Discussing how special
events occur

in all countries at
different times of the

year (1c)

Identifying
similarities and

differences in the way
in

which Jesus has been
portrayed and

describe how artists
show their ideas about

Him (4a)

Enjoying facing new
learning challenges and
working out the best

ways for me to achieve
them (3c)

Rugby:
Evading tags when

attacking

Badminton:
Returning the shuttle

11

21/03/22

Comparing animals
with an endoskeleton

to those with an
exoskeleton and
invertebrates,

describing pros and
cons of each type (2b)

Devising a simple map;
and using basic

symbols in a key for
the Yorkshire Wildlife

Park (5a)

Using variables to
store values (2h) and
specifying conditions
to trigger events in

Scratch (2e)

Playing and performing
the glockenspiel (unit
2) with confidence to

an audience (2e)

Working with oil
pastels to mix colours

effectively (1b)

Understanding that for
Christians Easter is a

significant festival,
widely celebrated in

Spain and the UK with
regional variations (1c)

Describing one of
Jesus’

parables - The Two
Builders - and making

links
(3c)

Remaining motivated
and enthusiastic about

achieving our new
challenges (3d)

Rugby:
Tagging Protocol and

closing down the
attacker

Badminton:
Rallying

12

28/03/22

Describing in simple
terms how fossils are
formed when things
that have lived are

trapped within rock
(3b)

Using basic
geographical

vocabulary to describe
key physical and

human features to
explain why animals

would choose to
inhabit this area (3a)

Using IF THEN
conditions to create

an educational piece of
code in Scratch (f)

Playing and performing
the glockenspiel (unit
2) with confidence to

an audience (2e)

Use hatching and
cross-hatching to

show tone and texture
(3g)

Recalling, retaining
and using simple

vocabulary relating to
Easter and Spring (3b)

Recognising obstacles
which might hinder my

achievement and
taking steps to

overcome them (3e)

Rugby:
Introducing the simple

back pass

Badminton:
Attempting the
forehand serve

13

04/04/22

Gathering and
recording findings of

carnivorous plants and
using simple scientific
language, drawings,
labelled diagrams,

keys, bar charts and
tables (1d)

Using  fieldwork to
observe and record

where animals inhabit
in our school grounds

(1a)

Using reporter
operations in Scratch

(2i)

Creating  a simple
musical composition

using the glockenspiels
(3a)

Experimenting with
creating mood with oil
pastels to form a cross
section of a leopard's

face (3d)

Writing simple words
using a model to

produce a Spanish
Easter card (4b)

EASTER
Preparing key

concepts of belonging,
meaning, purpose,

truth and responding
creatively (4a)

Evaluating my own
learning process and
identifying how it can
be better next time

(3f)

Badminton:
Using court
boundaries



Y3 Science History Geography Computing Music Art &
Design DT Languages RE PHSE PE

Sum
1

Extreme
Earth

Materials

Living things and their
habitats - plants

Romans in Britain
Romans in Rotherham

Pompeii disaster

Sheffield's flooding

Locality of our school

Locality of Rotherham
and Sheffield

E-Safety Glockenspiels
unit 2

Printing - fossils
Coloured Sketch -
Tornado line art

Flood Barrier
Healthy Eating

Food and Drink
Likes/Dislikes

Peace and strength
through Christianity

Ramadan/Eid
Relationships

Tennis

Rounders

Curriculum

Drivers

Community - Planting
within the local

community

Possibilities -
Becoming a farmer

Responsibility - How
plants support wildlife

(biodiversity)

Community- Romans
in Rotherham

Possibilities- How the
Romans impacted life

today (Britain)

Responsibility-
Respecting different

civilisations and
cultures

Community -  Sheffield
flooding

Possibilities -
Becoming a

meteorologist

Responsibility - Anti
litter campaign

Community - Links
with Rotherham

Power

Possibilities - To be
aware of online

dangers

Responsibility - Making
sensible choices when

using technology

Community - Nursing
home links, pupil

performance

Possibilities - Local
musician to lead an

assembly

Responsibility -
Looking after musical

instruments

Community- Artists
from different ethnic

backgrounds

Possibilities- Pupils will
be able to express

themselves

Responsibility - To
show resilience when

mistakes are made

Community-
Structures used in

buildings within our
community

Possibilities- Architect
talk

Responsibility- Safety
at work

(Construction)

Community- Links to
local shops

Possibilities- Living in
Spanish speaking

countries

Responsibility - To be
able to communicate

effectively

Community - Link to
local mosques in

Rotherham

Possibilities -  To have
the freedom to

choose their religion

Responsibility -
Respecting others’
cultures and beliefs

Community -
Anti-bullying
workshop

Possibilities - To work
together and
communicate

effectively

Responsibility -
Forming new

relationships and
respecting others

Community - Sports
Day

Possibilities - To be
resilient when

competing

Responsibility -
Working

collaboratively as part
of a team

Key
Vocabulary

material, fossil, rock,
organic, soil, erode,

impermeable,
sedimentary, igneous,

metamorphic,
ammonite, experiment

roots, stem, leaves,
flowers, fruit,

nutrients,
transport(ed),

pollination, formation,
dispersal

reign, conquer,
conquest, invasion,
invade, settlement,
settle, era, empire

natural, disaster,
Sheffield, Rotherham,

symbol, extreme,
increase, natural,

position, mountains,
rivers, vegetation,
volcano, weather

accident(ally),
address, boundaries,

friendship,
relationship, peers,
personal, password

Rhythm patterns,
compose, melody,

pulse, rhythm, pitch,
tempo, dynamics,
texture, structure

hatching,
cross-hatching,

shading, stippling,
smudging, line, tone,

texture

build, pressure, height,
length, structure,

planning, investigating,
design, make, evaluate,

purpose, ideas,
product, criteria,

function, functional,
innovative, label

las naranjas, las peras,
las ciruelas, las fresas,

las manzanas, los
tomates, ensalada de
frutas, los plátanos, el
chocolate, el helado,

las piruletas, las
patatas fritas, los

caramelos, la pizza, es
bueno/es malo,

Christian, church,
peaceful, strength,
presence of God,

eucharist, holy
communion, prayer

reflection, praise
denomination, vicar,
pastor, minister, holy,

sacred, Muslim
Ramadan, Eid

believe

pressure, differences,
women, men, female,
male, unisex, respect,

stereotypes,
responsibilities,

similarities,
differences, conflict,

solution, safe,  unsafe,
communication,

inequality

Tennis: hit, return,
court, backhand,
forehand, bounce,
points, score, net,
tactics, underarm,

overarm

Rounders: batting,
fielding, bowling, bat,

bases, ball, run, batter,
bowler, fielder, innings,

no ball, backstop,
rounders, half

rounders

1

25/04/22

Comparing and
grouping together
different kinds of

rocks on the basis of
their appearance and

simple physical
properties (3a)

Using fieldwork to
observe and record

the human and
physical features of the

school locality (1a)

Understanding online
risks and giving

examples of them (4a)

Playing and performing
the glockenspiel (unit
2) with confidence to

an audience (2e)

Commenting on
artworks using visual

language (2d)

Recognising and
responding to sound
patterns and words
relating to food (3a)

Explaining the
importance of
Ramadan to
Muslims(1a)

Identifying the roles
and responsibilities of
each member of my
family and reflecting
on the expectations

for males and females
(5a)

Tennis: Getting in the
ready position to

return a ball before it
bounces twice

Rounders: Being ready
to field a ball

2

02/05/22

Describing in simple
terms how fossils are
formed when things
that have lived are

trapped within rock
(3b)

Suggesting causes and
consequences of the

Pompeii eruption (1e)

Understanding online
risks and giving

examples of them (4a)

Playing and performing
the glockenspiel (unit
2) with confidence to

an audience (2e)

Collecting information,
sketches and

resources (2b)

Recognising some
numbers and food

items in the written
form (4a)

Understanding why Eid
is important to

Muslims and how this
is celebrated (1a)

Identifying and putting
into practice some of
the skills of friendship
eg. taking turns, being
a good listener (5b)

Tennis: Recognising
the different types of
hitting for different
areas of the court

Rounders: Bowling
action



3

09/05/22

Recognising that soils
are made from rocks
and organic matter

(3c)

Using basic
geographical

vocabulary to describe
key physical and

human features of
Sheffield and

Rotherham (3a)

Understanding online
risks and giving

examples of them (4a)

Playing and performing
the glockenspiel (unit
2) with confidence to

an audience (2e)

Replicating fossil
patterns observed in

natural or built
environments (3n)

Creating original
pieces that are

influenced by the
studies of others (1c)

Recalling, retaining and
using simple

vocabulary reflecting
on healthy eating

habits (3a)

Identifying what makes
us happy and
describing the

importance of Jesus’
teachings - The

Sermon on the Mount
(1b)

Knowing and using
some strategies for
keeping myself safe

online (5c)

Tennis :Serving
underarm with

accuracy

Rounders: Hitting with
one hand

4

16/05/22

Identifying the
requirements of plants
for life and growth and

how they vary from
plant to plant (1b)

Learning about the
Roman Empire and its
impact on Britain (3b)

Recognising some
features of applications
and devices in order

to communicate ideas,
work or messages.(4b)

Playing and performing
the glockenspiel (unit
2) with confidence to

an audience (2e)

Making printing block
designs (3o)

D&T Day:
Evaluating, planning,

constructing and
testing flood barrier

designs (1a, 1c, 1d 2k,
3a)

Writing simple words
using a model to

express what we like
to eat and what we

dislike (4b)

Describing one of
Jesus’ miracles and

making links between
this and Christian

beliefs
(1a)

Explaining how some
of the actions and
work of people

around the world help
and influence my life

(5d)

Tennis: Returning a
moving ball

Rounders: Collecting
and returning a
moving ball with

consistency

5

23/05/22

Investigating the way in
which water is

transported within
plants (1c)

Devising a simple map;
and using basic

symbols in a key to
showcase the drastic
effects of Sheffield's

flooding (5a)

Understanding how
online services work

(4d)

Playing and performing
the glockenspiel (unit
2) with confidence to

an audience (2e)

Using different
hardnesses of

coloured pencils to
show line, tone and

texture (3e)

Understanding what a
shopkeeper has asked
listening for specific
words and phrases

(2b)

Making links between
my special place /
places and some

sacred religious places
(2b)

Understanding how
my needs and rights

are shared by children
around the world and
identifying how our

lives may be different
(5e)

Tennis: Performing in a
rally

Rounders: Throwing
over long distances
using the overarm

throw


